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A 1. INTRODUCTION
As a result of. some uncertainty rzgarding response
tiime requirements for the Earth/Lunar Horizon Sensor and the
expecr_ation that it would probably be higher than was thought
some time ago, it has been suggested that Barnes Engineering
Company reconsider the systems already described in the light
of this possible requirements it was also decided to include
ire this study report other possible systems which may be of
interest_ and which offer some fle:^ibility in the choice of
response time.
At a recent conference between NASAlMSC technical
personnel ar^d BED engineers, the question of respanse time was
brought up . The exac t system ti^^le constant .requirement could
not be specified at the time and numbers as dertianding as iU to
20 millisecon^3s were mentioned. Howe^^er, it was thought more
likely that a response time in the vicinity of one second would ,,,-
b e the ultimate value. At this conference it was decided
that Barnes Engineering Company would write 4n addendum to its
Phase IA Study Report which would include trade-off considera-
tions between time constant and accuracy and sensitivity for
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th.e horizon sensor systems which merit further consideration.
Also to be included were systems ire wh^_ch the coarse position
of the planet horizon is acquired and determined by an indexing
mechanism (operated only during acquisition ar^d when large e.rro-rs
or altitude r.hanges are encountered) acid a fine position de-
termining detect^^r arranger,:ent which is capable of fast rQsponse^
NASA/MSu agreed to use the time interval in order to study and
resolve the time constant requirement for the horizon sensor
system.
The discussion below ^aill t.e concerned with both new
systems and with sumo of the horizcn scanner systems discussed
in the main body of the Phase IA report which are capable of
performing the desired function within the accuracy r^quiremants
stated as the design goal and which will also provide :^or^e
flexibility in the choice of response time in the range of
v^^lues which may b2 required,
Our preference and recomriendatiori, as w^_11 be dis-
cussed in some detail ire later pages, continues to rest with
the field switched edge trucker whist-: was found in the °t:ase IA
Study Report to offer' the greatest advantages in virtually all
i
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of the desig^i goal considerations ° The configuration which
will be shown below--using a vibrating vane field switching
method in lieu of the chopper motor arrangement---offers a wide
latitude in the choice of response time in addition to a high
reliability and adequate sensitivity and accuracy ° The sensi-
tivity and accuracy are naturally dependent on the response
time requirements and improve for a system which can use a
longer integration time ° However, even for a system with a
possible 20 rr►illisecond response time requirement, this type
of horizon sensor is believed to be capable of exceeu'ing the
design goals for accuracy and sensitivity. Moreover, we still
believe that an engineering model of phis type of system can
be built within the sch`dute which was originally agreed to--
a 2-,nonth detail design study followed b; ari 8-month effort
of design, fabrication, and testing of the engineering model°
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A2. INDEYED EDGE iRACKE^RS
	 i
A2-1 Indexing Movement
The same mechanism could be incorporated in all
design concepts based on irdexingo One degree steps with a
precision better than ±Oo02S° will be required, 20 in totalo
10 and 10 on either side of a nominal center. The stepping
movement will be revertible and will consume less than 1 watt
power s
 including the losses in the control circuitry.
Such perforcnance could bE^ achieved, for example, with
a permanent magnet gear stepper motor manufactured by the Vernitron
1
Corporation. The characteristics are gi^^en in Table A2 -1. A
block diagr,^m of the indexing system is given in Figure A2=1.
It will be noted that the motor, after a ±10° move-
...
ment, will be stopped electrically rather than b;y mechanical
neededsto s on the
	
eared-down out ut shaft, 	 since the^	 g	 P torque
to stop the motor (inertia re3uced to the output shaft 0.15 x
(84.46) 2
 = 1060 gm c m2 )	 is considerable.
The selECtiori of circuits for control functions wil 1
be such as to minimize the average power consumption. An ex-
ample is given in Figure A2-2. This is a complementary symmetry
flip-flop with negligible power. consumption in its off state..
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TABLE. A2 -1
Stepper rear Mocor Characteristics
Manufacturer	 Vernitron Corporation,
Farmingdale, New York
Type Number	 08MPB-AD4- AOG'ri90
Output Shaft Step Angle 	 1.07 degree
Gea^^ Head Ratio	 84.46 1
Maximum unloaded Steppinb Rate
	 50 steps per second
Stall Torque_	 0.25 ozo in.
Rotor Inertia	 0.'S gm - cm2
Number of Phases	 Four
Power Input
	
28 volts ^C, 0 , ^ watt maximt^m
Operating Temperature	 -20°C to +70°C
Size	 2.5 inch overall length,
0.75 inch diameter
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Fiyure A2- 2
 COMPLEMENTARY SYMMETRY FLIP—FLOP
G
A2 - 5
A2^2 Single Detector, Linear Scan, Indexing
(a) General - LAt the line of sight of a detector
be determined by the intersection of slots in two vanes mounted
at an angle of about 90° with respect to each other on the two
tines of a tuning fork (Figure A2-3). The line of sight will
move along a s*_raight path when the vibration of the fork
causes the overlap of the two vanes to vary in a harmonic
motion. Horizon crossover will be marked by a step in the
detector output. The instant at which this step occurs has
to be related to the motion of the tuning fork, thus locating
the line of night of horizon crossover with respect to the
tuning fork mount. As is shown in Figure A2-4, we will arrange
the system in such a way that the detector will not only trace
a lint perpendicular to and in the vicinity of the horizon but
will compare this with a similar line ir. space (say 10" from
the horizon) so as to continuously reference to space and to
prevent possible crud lock-on.
The precise determination of the instantaneous posi-
tion of the vanes or the slots cut in the vanes could be
accomplished by :measuring the output of an electro-mechanical
..	 ... ^^,,, , ...-,.^
	 •	 ^	 -^1^'^lrww^-- _ _ _.-- ---- - -_ -	 ---ter--
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transducer connected with the motion of the tuning furka The
tr^^r^sducer could be a differential transformer or a moving
plate capacitor excited by a high frequency a^c. source. The
motion of the fork. amplitude modulates the output of the
transc',:tcers. The demodulated output is a direct measure of
the instantaneous dis lacement of the tunin fork. It isP	 g
^	 read out at the time when the detector output shows a step
	
.	 change. When the readout exceeds a set limit (corresponding
	
^^	 to a one degree displacement), it will bring about a one
degree indexing step in the direction determined by the polarity
of the readout. The system output is a combination of the
indexing readout and the transducer readout°
	
^,	 (b) System Parameters - For a 10 millisecond output
response time, the rate of vibration of the tuning fork should
J
be at least 100 cps. With a line of sight movement of l05°
A
and the need for a modulation envelope smooth enough to Y^esolve
	 ^
a displacement of 0.1 degree, the minimum frequency of trans-	 --^
ducer excitation is 3 kc. In order to obtain a smooth output
function with this resolution, an excitation fre uenc^ of 15 kc
	 ,q	 }
should be chosect.	 ,
i^	 _	 _ _ __
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Consider the geometry of the intersection of the
vanes that determines the field of view of the detector, If
it is desired to achieve a given angular deflection of the
line of sight with a minimum of tuning fork movement (about
2 millimeters for. a i. 5° peak-to-peak movement} P then the
angle of the two slots (Figure A2- 5) should be near 90°.
This ]_imits the ratio of the field of view dimensions parallel
and perpendicular to the horizon °
 Thus both the field of view
and the detector will tend to be square rather than a recta*^gle
elongated in the ratio of 5:1 as with the edge tracker con-
figuratioizs described on pages 3-89 through 3-^32 in the main
body of the Phase IA study. This will reduce the signal-to-
noise ratio calculated there by a factor of ,/5. Another re-
duction factor is due to the wider bandwidth of the system
presently described. The 10 millisecond response time as com-
pared to the 5 seconds assumed on page 3-92 modifies the
signal-to-noise ratio calculated there by f500a Thus the
signal-to-noise ratio for slicing at the 0,1 degree level in
the present configuration is
1
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30 x 1 = Oo6
^,5 x X00
for the 90°K moon. Thus it turns out that in order to obtain
a 5:1 signal-to-noise ratio for a y O e K moon t^ne system sFeed
of response would have to b^ reduced to give a response time
of 700 milliseconds. It may be dosired to inorease tho amount
of energy receivF_d by the detector by using a wide and rec-
tar.gc.^lar field of view ° This would require a larger tua^ing
fos-k movement (about 5 mm peak-to-peak osc:illation). By this
meai^.s, a S/N ratio of_ 5:1 could he achiPVed with a system
response time of about 300 milliseconds In order tr y obtain
a system with still faster response time (e^g., 20 msec), i.t
would be furt'tier necessary to greatly increase the diameter of
the optics.
The system is not sensitive to small changes in the
tamplitude of the tuning fork motion, as the transducer would
measure the actual def lea lion
Instead of a transducer it may be possible to derive
position information from rtie pickup coil of the tuning dirk
oscillator itself, The temperature stability of this arrangement
-.,.--
	 .^
_	 .
S
1
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1
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s:^ould be investi.gated^ It would cerr_ainly obviate the need
not only for a separate transducer but also for a high fre-
quency source.
Two electronic black diagrams are given.	 The diagran
of Figure A2- 6 makes use of a differential transformer. In
Figure A2-?, the pickup coil of the tinning fork. is used for
position l^e^erer^ce.
Tt:e indexing output could be obtained either from
a potentiometer or prom a voltage divider network through a
set of contacts actuated by the indexing mec}lanism (see Figure
A2-1). The choice should be based on reliability cor.sideratior^s,
`
	
	 Similar system performance could be achieved cvith a
scanning mirror mountQd on a tuning fork with torsional vibra-
tions (Figure A2-8). With this mechanism, a searc^i mode could
be implemented simply by increasing the arrpl^tude of the tuning
fork vibrations. Circular or elliptical scans c:an also be
realized by coupling two torsional tuning forks ^C^° out of ^^}:^se ,
..
A^.3 Field Switch ing, Five Thermistor mete^^tors, Indexin
This sysreia employs a tuning fork to alternate the
f^.eld of view of five thermistor detectors equally spaced in
a linear array between two directio:ls 10° apart (Figure AZ-9).
I
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^ figure A2-7 E^ECTFlONIC:i BLOCK DIAGRAM WITH PICK-UP COIL REFERENCE DRIVE
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CIRCULAR ( RJR E.i_LiPTICAL) SCAN
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Interrogation of each of the five detectors determines the posi-
tion of the horizon with a ±0.1° accuracy if present with;n the
1° beam subtended b the arra in direction A. If not resentY	 Y	 P
or if the horizon is about to Leave the 1° beam, an indexing
movement of one degree (^r more if necessary) takes place.
^
.
_able A2-2 lists some of the characteristics of such
an array of active ther^nistor flakes designed and built at
Barnes Engineering Company.
^,	 rthe geometry of the array in its present design is
shown in part (a) of Figure A2-10.
	 If the entire length of the
array subtends one degree of arc, then the fields of view of the
individual elements are limited to about 0.08 x 0.08 degrees due	 i
to the 37 degree acceptance angle of the immersion lens.	 ^
For the present application, an increase of field of
view and consequently higher signal-tn-noise ratio could be
A
' achieved with one of. the modified array geometries represented	 '
in parts (b) and (c) of Figure A2-10.
	
Sy placing the array at	 ^
an angle as shown in Figure A2- lOb, we can reduce tt^.e seFaratic^n
of individ^sai elemental fields of view (dotted lines) and,	 if
desired, make the fields : o^itiRuous .
I
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TABLE A2-2
BEC Five-E;ement Detector Array Characteristics^.	 __
^^.
	
Detector Size	 O ^ 1 x 0. 1 mrn square
Separation Between Flakes 	 1 mm
Immersion► 	 1 mm diameter silicon or germaniu.^n
hemisphere
slake Resistance	 1 megohm
Bias Voltage	 +40 volts
Resparisivity	 4000 volts/watt (500°K source,
I5 cps chop}
Re iative Responsivity
k3etween lei-32µ	 70% (combined figure with silicon
immersion lens)
^	 Time Constant	 2 mllliseconcis
f
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Figure A2-l0 DETECTOR ARRi1Y GEOMETRIES
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Using the configuration according to part (b) of
Figure A2- 10, calculate the signal of any of the five detectors
(connected in a bridbe with its own compensating flake).
The radiant power incident on the detector is^
P ^ _ ^^ N 6 Ao cu
For a portion of the moon surface at a temperature
of 90°K and an optical passband between 20µ and 40µi
^N = 4 x 1.0-5	 watt
cm 2 steradian
AssLme an optical efficiency of Ooh f_or the 20-4Gµ
optical filter4
E = 0^6
The area of a 2-^ inch diameter eo l lec for :
Ao
 = 20.2 can
Tile field of ^^iew of each detector of the five-
elecr^ent array with its own hemispherical immersion is 0.2 4 x
0.2°.
u^ = 12.3 x ZO - ^' stet°adians
-	 ---
•	 -	 -- -	 - --
^^
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PD
 = 4 x 10-^ x 0.6 x 20,2 x 12.3 x 10-6
= 60 x 10-10 watt peak -to-peak variat^.on
or 30 x 10' 10 watt peak variation
The ideal noise equivalent power of the detector:
NEPo = 6 , 3 x 10 -10 ^^/T
The detector area ° 0. ]_ x 0. 1 = 0 ^ O1 m^n2
The detector time constant: 2 milliseconds
	
NEPo = 0,445 x 10 -10 watr5	 cps rms
The following factors wii_1 deterior^^te this figL^.re,
(1) The preamplifier noise figure, estimated at
2 db at 100 ^:ps : .l . 26 ,
(2) With a 100 cps field of view alternation, the
response of file 2 millisecond time constant detector will be
down by:
1 + (100)2	 = l_61
(1Q3 )	 ^[l2 x 2n},.
.A2 - 2
(3) Detector bridge factor f,tt -ie Yes istance of the
compensating flake is not cL^rrent driven) : 1.41.
I(4) Bias reductio^^. for safe higt-^ temper.a^ure
operation:	 1.4.
Total Deterioration:	 26 61	 41	 4x	 1 ^	 x	 i ^	 x	 1.4 _1.^
NAP =	 4	 x N11P
	 --	 1.8 x	 10 -10 w^	 cpso
Thus the
	
eak si nal toP	 g rrr,s noise in a 1 c .s bandwidth„F
-1030 x 10
-- =	 l 6 .. 7
1.8 x	 10 -10
With a peak-to-rms ^ratic^ of 2.5 assumed for the noise,
a !6 cps preamplifier_ bandwidth necessary .far a 10 millisecond
output signal rise	 time, a:^d synchronous demodulation of thr:
approximatel}^ sinusoidal signal,
	 the signal_-to-peak-noise ratio:
N = 16.7 x	 x;..2 1 5	
t/ 15
x (^ . F. 3 6	 =	 1 .0 6
To het a 5:1 signal-to-noise ratio without going to
very bulky optics, Lt is r^^:cessary to reduce the bandwidth.i
1	 '^
T^ 1{
^^
R_-'f^R^+
	
_	 ;per w^w^^	 ^	 ^,^..: ^,, ,,.^,,,^.,,,,^-^.
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^
f
Let us assume it will be necessary to increase the
r output signal riso time to 100 milliseconds.	 The effect of
t
F
this is threefoldo it allows a law frec^ueney (iU eps field
al.ter.nation,
	
it narrows the r.equircd preamplifier bandwidth
to	 1.6 cps,	 and on the other hand the lower frequency opera-
tion will. somewhat worsen the prtamplif.ier noise fig^ir^	 from
2 to 3 db) . The combined effect is
161 ^	 16 
x 
1.26 = ,^ S
1.01	 1.6	 1.41
'ihe sensor provides at its output a signal-to-peak-
noise ratio of:
1.06 x 4.5 ^ 4.8 ±'o I for a 90°K moon surfacF
For a 1C0°K :^oo^c, the signal-to-peak-noise ratio is
7.6:1.1
Ii
^I
1
(1
An outline or the electronics is contained in F^_gure
A2 -9.
Similar results could be obtained with a five-element
unimmersed cietector config=sration (as shown i.n Figure A2-lOc)
which can have a imuch larger lateral subteYise but does rot have
the advantage of optical. gain through immersio°^.
It should be m^nti.oned that the : i.^cal-to-noisy
ratios could be improved by about 25o if, instead of conventional
- _.,..	 --
_^ _
	 __ _	 _ _	 _	 _	 -T
_,.	 _	 ^-
1
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synchronous demodulation (rr^ultiplicatior. by a square wave),
multiplication by an ire-phase reference sine wave were used
This could bE done in a balanced FE1' multiplier as descr^^^ed
^,	 by Hl.ghleyman and Jacob.l
A2.4 FieJ.d Switching, Five Thermopile Detectors,._ Indexing
In order to provide the desired accuracy and resolu-
,^,	 tlon with a horizon sensor s yste^:n having no moving parts, it
is necessary to use a large number of detectors and complex
low- level switc'.zing circ^iitry, as is discussed itl erection A4,
A si.rnpler system can be made ; using a smaller number of de-
tector elements which may be sampled at a predetermined rase
and which need cover only a small portion of the total acquisi-
tion field while an indexing mechanism takes care of the larger
changes in position While the system does include a moving
part in the form of an indexing mechanism, this device is seldom
actuated, and ttierFfore should have long life and should requ.irc.
^^	 vi.rtually no elec. trical power, except when _^t is actuated _ 	 —^
i
1W. Highleyrnan and E, Jacob. "An Analog ;^Iultp],ier ilsing
Two Field Effect Transistors," IF.E Transactions on COiIL'T1^1R^C3tlOT2
Systems, Vol. CS-10, ppo 311-317, September 1552:
-	 - --	 -	 -
_^	 . ^.	 _
^"
^_
I
^^
^-
^ r^--'^
i
G
1
1
i
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Actuation is required only when. there is a substantial change
in altitude of the vehicle or when there is a large attitude
error. The indexing mechanism in this case may be made to
operate in steps of one degree while a five-element thermopile
array resolves the field of vie`^^ with small enough steps to
extract. the necessary error data with an accuracy of Uol°^,
The optical schematic is shown in Pigure A2-11. In
this drawing w e show a spherical primary reflector and con-
centrically mounted thermopile detectors. In addition to the
five thermopiles required for resolution at the edge of the
planet, a single off-axis detector will be used to view an
equivalent field placed away from the planet's Edge and vei^ving
as a space reference .
An offset heat source will be required for this
system to insure that all detectors viewing space are i11_um-
inated in such a way that their net outputs including the
reference functions will be zero volts. This offset heat source
system (described in the paper listed as reference 12 in the
Phase IA report) will avoid difficulties wh;^ch may arise from
any differences in responsivity between groups of thermopile
detectors. .^ block diagram of the system is shown in Figure A2-12
^1
I
2 HORIZON
3
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Flyure A2-12 BLOCK DIAGRArn FOR 5 ELEMENT THERMOPILE EDGE
TRACKER WITH INDEXED COARSE ADJUSTMENT.
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Figure A2—I I OPTICAL ARRAPJGEMCNT FOR 5 ELEMENT THERMOPILE
EDGE TRACKER WITH INDEXED COARSE ADJUSTMENT.
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The detectors to be used will be made of bismuth
tellurium j unc tior^s . Ire this system, one might use 21 ,j unc-
tion rectangular thermopiles located at the focus of a ^'.-inch
diameter, f /0.7 reflecting spherical collector.
The sensitivity of such a system for ^0°K lunar
use is comFuted below;
Specific responsivity of ?_1-element
bismuth tellurium thermopiles	 ^' = 25 volt/watt /crrsZ
Time constant of detector = 100 milliseconds
Resistance of detector = 20,000 ohms
System noise (in 10 cps bandwidth) = 1 microvolt incl^.^ding
thermal drift
Effective collector area, A o = 10 cm2
Assume field of view = 0.2° x 10°
w = 0.0035 x 0.175 = 5 x 10' 4 steradiatls
Effective radiance, GN10U°K = 10 -4 in 20- IS Oµ reg^_on
1
1
i
1
1
C
^^
	
y
''	 i
:^s?Ni.ran+e^a^.^xexm	
._.....,.	 __-..._....«.....rw.+awii^u-',wN^^,:sa+.ezn',l^F•!^:."'^', `^ r"^	 .=
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Power on detector, P D
 = GN w Ao = 10' 4 x 6 x 10 -4 x 10
= 6 x 10 - ^ watts
7_AD= rrx 0.2^^ J.OScm.,2
}
6
NEP = A D 1Q	 ^ /^^' _ 50 x 10
-6 
x 10-3 = 2 x 10
- ^ watts/cycle
25 ^,i /c^n2	 25
S _ 6 x 10-^
= 3^0N	 2 x 10 - `^
For 10 cps noise bandwidth and a factor of two for
amplifier noise and rectification loss, the signal/noise becomeso
N= 50	 or	
N	
= x0
rrn^	 p- p
Note that, regardless of the sampling rate used in
integrating the thermopiles, the time constant of the detector
(100 msec^ would limit the system response til'ie. A, faster
responding detector would have lower responsivity and would
require a larger bandwidth with consequent reduction of signal-
r ^to-noise ratio. Furthermore, while trae instantaneous response
^i
^^
- ___	 -i - ^
z
Ir"
1
^.
1
1
1
_^
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may be adequate, we would still obtain a stepped or digital
output r^^ther than a desirable smooth, continuous response°
^,	 ^	 —
^^-- - ---
' ^1
i
--._
'I
a1
w,
1
i
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i A3,	 SERVOED EDGE TRACKERS
A3.1	 Speed of Res^orse
In this section we will concern ourselves with
response time capabilities of the servoed edge tracker.	 The
simplified block diagram of this system is given in Figure
A3-1.
is a factor dependent on the optical design and
detector sensitiv i ty.	 It has dimensions of microvolt/degree.
A^ is the total gain of the electronics from the
d2 tec for output to the torquer drive .
	
It is affected by a
simple high frequency roll-off characterized b_y T amp set by
system noise considerations.
A3 is the steady state output speed (in degrees per
second) to input voltage ratio of the torque motor (friction
J
losses neglected).
	
It is affected by a time constant Ttarquer
determined by the torquer sensitivity
	 (oz.	 in ^, /=imp) ,	 d. c ,	 re- ,
-^ s is tance,	 total inertia, and back ernf ^ -^--^
A4 is the scale factor of the output potentiometer
^a
dri^^en by the torquer .
I
^,
i	 _
1
s
NGISE
B h (S)	 + µv	 +	 A^
-	 - A I/	 -	 --
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Figure A3--^ EDGE TRAi KER SERVU BLOCK DIAGRAM
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The closed loop transfer function is obtained as°
i
Eo.it ( S ) _	 A1.A2A3A4	 _
A(S)	 AlA2A3 + S(1 + S Tamp) (l + s Ttorc^uer)
To evaluate the limitation imposed on the system
res once b the mechanical characteristics of the for uer (andP	 Y	 q
driven load inertia), set the electronics wide band: T amp = 0^
The denominator becomes a quadratic expression in s:
2S T tcrquer + S +AlA2A3
natural fre uenc isThe	 q	 y
AlA2A3
wn= •---^
Ttorquer
a ►id the damping ratio 0
r _ 1	 ^_2
^ A 1^2A3 Ttorquer
With the electronics saturating fora one degree
	
offset at a 1G volt Icvel:
	 ^ ^
A1.A2 = 10 volt/degree
i
.	
_	
__ --_-wllrr---^--- _-	 -- -- -.... _._...^.,.,.,.,.._._.	 ^
^^^	 ^
^	 ^	 f,
F ^,
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A3 becomes the reciprocal of the back electro-
motive force of the torque motor. For the TQI$W torque motor
of Aeroflex Laboratories
A __ I	 radian____ _ 820
	
degrees
3	 U.07 volt-second	 volt-second
and
^'	 ^►
 A A- = 13200 second-1I Z .^
^'
The torquer time constant for the same motor is^
__ Rotor Inertia x: Winding; Resistance_
torquer
	 Back IMF x Torque to Current Ratio
__
	
	
O.G0048 oz.in. sec_2 x 4$ ohms
0.07 volts/rad/sec x 10 oz,.in^/amp
33 milliseconds
Doubling the inertia to take intt^ account the effects
of th,e mechanical Load, the effective time constant become:^v 	 -_,
^^^torquer - ^^ milliseconds
^i
'1
1
,_r
f
1
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Thus the natural frequency
can = _ 8200 -3 = X52 radians/second
66 x 10
and the damping ratio
^ = 2
	
1	 = Oo021^
8200 x 66 x 10-3
	^	 The time Tr necessary to reach, for the first time,
the position of equilibri.^am for this curl and ^ is taken from
servo tables
Tr = 4.8 millisecond
The damping of this system is clearly unsatisfactory
^;r
	
y	 and should be increased. Even then, a 10 millisecond response
t
is possible as determined by purely mechanical considerations.
This response is clearly much faster than the rate of motion,
around any axis, of a space vehicle,
It is estimated that to get a 5:1 signal-to-noise
ratio for the cc:ld moon with a 1-inch diameter optics the re-
quired electronics time constant is 100 milliseconds lamer
than the torquer time constant. Tr due to this and the
--R----t,^-^
I^
^- - T
^^
a
_;
i
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re uired servo a ualization should turn out to be of the orderq	 q
of SO to 100 milliseconds, still considerably faster than normal
space vehicle tumbling or roll rates.
Inland Motor Corporation manufactures a torquer,
the T-1342, with a time constant of 20 milliseconds, an advan-
tage over the Aeroflex torquer that is not fully utilizable, as
the inertia of the load is larger than that of the torquer rotor.
A3.2 Field Switching Edge Tracker with Continuous Tracking
Flat Mirror
In ttlis section we will review the horizcn sensor
systems proposed in the Phase IA Study Report with particular
emphasis on time constant trade-offs with sensitivity and
accuracy. We will also show how tuning fork type vibrators
may be used to accomplish the field switching which re£er_ences
the planet signal to outer space background. Severer;. versions
of such an edge tracker will be described, using several new
concepts in exec^iting the optical design.
The first system to be discussed is ^^ version of the
edge tracker described in Section 3.3.2.3.1 of the Phase IA
Study Report.
f
r
f
__	
_	
_	 _ __
1	 _a	 u
r^i
,...	 .^-eR ^..a
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Figures A3-2, A3-3, and A3 -4 show three embodiments
of this concept, in ^^hich either all reflecting or a combina-
tion of reflettirig and refracting optics are used. In the
case of the reflecting op t ics, a filter is required to define
the optical passband. The detector uses a reflecting con-
lensing cone. The reflecting cone serves as a field lens,
placing an image of the primary optical collector on the de-
tector. The same function could be served by a more standard
field lens system or by an i.mrnersFd thermistor or a combination
of these elements. Chopping between fields ar the planet`s
edge and a .field in space 1.0° away from the planet edge is
accomplished by means of a tuning fork vibrating chopper.
The first version shown in Figure A3-2 uses a scanning
mirror to track the edge of the planet. The second and third
versions are shown in a somewhat different arrangement, in
which the objective lens along with the chopper and detector
form a small optical assembly which is articulated by the
action of the torquer and is ^h^^s made to track the edge of
the p Zane t .
r	 ^
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_.— -- —	 J
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Figure A3-2 OPTICAL DRAWING OF FIELD SWITCHED EDGE TRACKER WITH CONTINUOUS TRACKING FLAT MIRROR
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In Figure A:^-2 we show an all-reflecting system
which. may use a spherical collector and :^ flat mirror to scsn
the image of the planet edge. The image is brought to a focus
after the flat scanning mirror where a field stop aperture
defines the fields of view of the system. Two identical rec-
tangular cut-outs define fields se^^arated in space by a field
angle which may be made 10° if desired. A vibrating vane
alternately opens and closes the two field stops, thus allo^:-ing
the single detector to view in s^^ccession the field at the
planet edge and an identical size reference field in outer
space. As a result of the .^yminetry of this system, the de-
tector sees a portion of the chopper vane and the field stop
aperture at all times. This arrangement therefore does not
result in aperture chop. All other ele:r^ents which could gi^^o
rise to signals fry ^ internal temperature differences are
reflecting ^omponencs and will therefore have extremely low
emission. To define the spectral region of interest (20 to
40 microns) ]
 a filter. will be placed at a convenient place in
the system, such as the field stop aperture where only a small
filter would be required. It may be desirable to use a
i
t
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simple thin window, perhaps polyethylene, on the front aperture
of the system simply as a dust cover.
In thQ system shown i:^ Figur_e A3-2, we iiav p used a
1-inch diameter, f/1 reflecting primary by way of example. A
larger optical collecting system could be used to improve the
system sensitivity if necessary. The chopper vane would be
operated at a frequency of about 1S0 cps. Tile required move-
ment of 2 mm can be easily provided by a Bulova tuning fork
operating at this frequency.
The construction of the field stop is seen in the
right-hand sidE^ of the sketch. It provides an instantaneous
fieJ_d of view of 2.5° x 7.5° and a separation of 5° between
the space sensing and planet edge sensing fields. Greater
separation can be provided, if. desired, by deflecting the beam
of ;radiation with auxiliary mirrors, as shown in Figure A3-4.
In this manner, a different f :eld of view can be easily pro-
vided. The field 1 F_':^a, immersed detector, or cone condensing,
optics image the primary optical element onto the detector
through whichever aperture of the field Stop happens to be
1
opened at any ii:statlt of t^mc^ through the action of tine vibrating
cczopper vur^e.
'fi
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The calculations for sensitivity and signal-to-noise
ratio for this system based on a 1-inch diameter collector
are shown below.
Assuming a 1-inch fZ5 mm) diameter aperture and an
f/0.25 optical speed due to detector immersion, the eff..ctive
focal length is 6 mm. The focal length of the objective lens
is 50 mm and the field stop has the angular and linear dimensions
^ .65rnm
shown bF low.	 %. 5"
^_
. z^^^2^5° 
^^
^°
.21 nur► z . s
^._.r-,^
To insure that all the focused rays passing through
'the above field stogy reach the thermistor detector, the detector
flake must subtend 7.5° x 7.5° or 0.13 x 0.13 radian in com-
bination with the effective focal length. The thermistor Bake
linear dimension is therefore 0.13 radian x 6 mm	 0.8 rr^m, or
the detector area, A = 0.8 x 0.8 = 0.64 mm2.
For lunar irradiance completely filling one of the
above 2.5° x 7.5 ° f ie itj stops , the power on the detector s
 ^d ,
is given by:
Y t
-L	^ --
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= 4 x 10' 5 x 0^5 x 5 x 0.13 x 0.043
= Oo5 x 10" 6 watts
Tree. sys tern NE.P for a l cps ol^tput bandwid ch =
6.3x 10"i01=-'x5.6
^ T
1
1
1
1
1
1
f
1
1
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where 5.6 is a degradation
Amplifier noise factor
De Le^tor bias red^.tction
temperature operation
Bolo^neter bridge factor
ChoE^ping factor
factor obtained as follows a
= 1.4
for high ambient
= 1.4
= 1.4
= 2
Total. Degradation = Sr6
S	 _5__x 10" ^
	 250
N = 2 x 10"
g
 Y
The peak. signal tc, rms noise ratio is therefore
'	 NEP = 6 3 x 10' 10 0 2^`+ 5.6
= 2 x 10"^ watts
1
_..	 ^,,::
1
1
1
1
1
r
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This signal -to-noise ratio is based on a 1 cps
bandwidth, the use of rms noise measurements, and the assur^!p-
tion of ful^i illumination of a detector's field of view.
We mus; make the following corrections 	 Assume
peak-to-peak r^oi:^e of five times rms noise, assume that 20%
of the detector is illuminated by the 90°K edge of the moon,
and for the moment assume a 5-second i r tegration tf_R:e (btZnd-
width. = 1 /2rr5 = 0,032 cps
The S/N becomes
250 x Oo 2 
= 54
5 x f 0`'0 3 
Should it be required to increase the response time
to provide a 100 millisecond preamplifier time consr_ant, it
will be n^:cessar.y to correct the S/N ratio for the increased
bandwidth The correction is'
^S)	
_ 
( S )	 T2x
N new	 N olci	 J^1
r
	 e
t
^1
(1
;^
(^ )	 = 54 x O51 = 8new
1
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This may be considered somewhat marginal. However,
the figures used have been conservative throughout and it
should be remembered that we can easily increase the aperture
to a 2-inch diameter primary and thus gain a factor of two.
A3o3 Field Switching Edge Tracker with Servoed Optical
Barrel
e
Figure A3 - 3 snows another version of the edge tracker
in which the reflec ting primary is replaced by a lens ° In
this system, the entire optical unit is assembled in one tube
which is mounted to a torquer and either rotated about the axis
of the cylinder or moved in an arc anchored at the detector end
of the tube. The optical arrangement is seen to be a symmetrical
ore in which a detector (shown by way of exa ►np^e as a cone con-
denser detector asseR^bly) sees two fields separated by a ore-
assigned fixad angle, depending on the angle of inclination of
ttie flat mirrors A and B. The vibrating vane chopper (with
reflecting surfaces on both sides of the vane) moves in and out
of the paper
When the chopper vane is positioned as shown in
Figure A3^3, detector 1 sees energy entering the objective
i
^^
^^
^ s
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1
lens reflected from flat mirror A and the top reflecting
surface of chopper vane C. When t}^ vane is moved out cf
the path of detector 1, energy enters the objective from a
position 10° from that of the first phase, is reflected from
mirror B, and enters detector 1. The field of view is de-
fined by the detector size and the primary objective and its
focal len th^ This arran ement unlike that in F'i ure A3 -2g	 g	 a	 g
requires a detector which need be only large enougr. to see
one field of view (say 2° x 2°). From the standpoint of sen-
sitivity, this system has an advantage over that of Figure
A3-2 because it can use a smaller detector with somewhat in-
creased sensitivity, by a fac ter of f 3 becau^^ ^ the detector
.
'	 can be 1^3 the size of the former.
In the sketch shown, a cone condenser detector is
shown which is slightly less sensitive than the silico^Y im-i
mersed detector arrangement but has somewhat better spectral
^^
	
	 characteristics and is more suitable for use over a wider
range of ambient temperatures than its immersion counterpart.
The detector sees the chopper vane at all times.
^^ 'therefore, temperature variations of the blade do not produce
I'
^ ^°
is
.	 ,
1 '^-
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a erture chop. Tt-,e vnl potential source of a erture choP	 Y	 P	 P
is the possibility of differences i.n temperature or emissivity
of the two flat mirrors Since these wil]. be in an isothermal
n 'ronrnent and w'	 have hi h r	 i it	 d surfac d
	
e vi	 ill	 g	 eflect v y (gol	 e ),
there is little danger of difficulty from this sourced Errors
due to differences in temperature or emissivity would be as
com uteri on a es 3-8^i and 3-88 of the Phase IA Stud Re port.
	
P	 P g	 y
MThe second detector shown servos a twofold function.
I.t is	 locar_ed se as to view fields disp^iaced laterally about
two degrees fro ►n the fields of detector 1. As such,	 it will
provide an auxiliary error output signal in the event that the
sun (or earth during a lunar mission) should appeaar in either
field of detector 1. In addition,	 it becomes a red«ndant
channel of information to provide increased reliability in
the event that the first detector channel develops a fault.
r
In the arrangement shown, for a 1-inch diameter
objective lens and the reflecting cone detector arrangement
shown in Figure A3-3,	 the sensitivity anal signal-to-noise ratio
of this system is essentially the same as that presented in.
A3.2 above,
	 assuming ari equivalent field of view.
►
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The b«sic difference in this arrangement and in the
third system which follows is that these latter systems are
arranged in ari optical assembly which is positioned by the
torquer to search and track the horizon edge. Although the
mass and inertia of this arrangement of tracking optics is
greater than that for the search cnirror system shown in A3.2,
,^	 both approaches are capabl.' of fast response, as 'was shown
i.r, the introductory d^_scussion on servo system response time.
A3< <^^ Fir^ld Switched Fdge Tracker with P.eile ctin Prism
Field Recombination
Figure A3 -4 shows another arrangement of optics tc^
obtain field switching through use of a vibrating vane chopper.
This system uses flat mirrors and a reflecting prism to con-
verge energy from regions separated by a c_om^eniently chosen
angle e.g., 10°) to a field stop aperture which is made to
subtend a much smaller angle at the detector and thus allows
use of a smaller detector than may otherwise be required.
For example, the fields may be displaced by 10 in space while
the detector may be made to subtend 3° x 3° as sho^^n in the
sketch. The chopF^er vane ir. its harmonic motion opens one
or another of the apertures cf the field stop and thus allo^^:si1
^,^-
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the detector to vie^^ more widely separated fields coming to
a focus at the aperture alternately from the two sides of the
prism. Through use of an immersion lens, field lens, oz' cane
optics, the detector sees an image of the primary lenso In
the example shown, the detector is square and receives energy
from a field in space of 1° x 3°o If a different aspect ratio
i.s desired, this may be provided by wing a cylindrical field
lens or a wedge immersion lens, etc.
Although not shown in the sketch of Figure A3 -4,
this system too may be provided with a second auxiliary sun-
protect and redundant channel detector. This may be done by
placing a reflecting chopper at a 45° angle and placing one
detector in line with the incoming bundle of rays and the
second detector in a vertical position to receive radiation
reflected from the 45 ° reflecting a lements o
Sensitivity of this system is once ag3ir_ similar to
that calculated in Section 3.2 for coripar:able o t^ti.es and
fields of view, etc.
As in Section 3.3, this optical system may be
assembled into a tube which is mounted to the torquer to
obtain the required search and tracking function.
^^.
'	 ^1
i
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A4. ALL-EI..ECiicONIC EARTH/LUNAR HORIZON SENSOR SYSTEM
In the Phase IA Study Report, we examined the possi-
bility of using the electronically sampled thermopile horizcn
.^	 ^ o
._..nsing principle for the present earth/lunar horizon sensing
mission. We concluded that the high accura^:y required for the
present application as compared to the LPHS (Lunar-Planetary
?-horizon Sensor mission for which a s stem is be'n d s'y	 i g e igned
`
	
	
undex' support from JPL, would make it necessary to either en-
large the optics or decrease the detector size. The latter
Stec would require now detector development. In view of the
superior accuracy and signal-to-noise ratio achievable with
,^,
	
	 several other systems, t:^is approach was not consicered to be
a very desirable one
The possibility of a much faster response time re-
quirement for the Earth/Lunar Horizon Sensor system reopens
the question of whether possible modifications in the optic
and detector arrangement may not make this approach worth-
while, particularly since the other systems which have teen
f
discussed suffer some loss in sensitivity due to the increased
response time and bandwidth requirement.
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examining tr:i.s system in more de taa_ 1, we mus t f irs t
recognize the time constant limitations, even of this system.
The detector time constant is approximately 100 rnillist^conds,
so that even thou h we care readil arran e to s<^rn le detectorsg	 Y	 g	 P
at a rate upwards of 1000 times a second, the individual de-
tector will not respond to sudden changes in attitude at rates
faster than its norcnal time constant. Also, we must remember
that in its present form the output is essentially digital
in form. If the fast response time desired is predicated on
the need for rapid incremental changes which should be determined
with high accuracy rather than due to possible abrupt and large
changes in vehicle attitude, then the digital output may not
provide the desired high accuracy, rapid correction signals.
.Assuming that the nature of the output signal for
this system is satisfactory, we can discuss the possible modi-
	 ^I
fications which will be required. We will base our examination	 ^
,-^!
on the use of detector elements of the same size as used i.n the
present engineering model. However, we will consider r_he use
cf bismuth tellurium junctions which provide a responsivity
about five times higher than that of bismuth antimcny
i
1 '^
t
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thermocouples, The resistance of the junctions for these new
detectors is higher but is not considered to produce a serio^^s
increase i_ri noise.
We will assume, a modified optical systerl in which
the focal length is increased from 5 cm to 25 cm,	 thus maki:lg
the 0. 9 mm wid ►-h of. each detector subtend 0.2°. The detectors
may be made to subtend 6° in length, thus allowing use of
three times as many ju^zction:^ (63) as were used in the original_
detectors (21) .
We can compute the expected signal level: and S/N
by extrapolation from the original bismuth antimony thermopiles
as follows:
Specific Responsivity ^'	 0.22 volt/watt/cm 2 for a 21-junction
bismuth tellurium detector (five times higher than for a 21-
junction bismuth antimony thermopile},
Size of detector = 0.9 mr*t x 27 mm, We can build a
detector of this size with 63 junctions .
Then	 R' = 0.66 volt/watt/cm2
^C
{T
_.	 -	 ., - ..,
___ _	 _	
_	 ,
Y
;-
1,
^rt-
1
^	 a._.
The signal developed by the detector looking at a
90°K target which fills the field of view of that detector:
^^
rr ^N ^' E
^^	
VD ^ 
4	 f 2
where ^ N20-40µ for 90 °K = 4 x 10-5
the efficiency, 6 = 0.5
ass^i:^ne an f /3.5 system
^f	 v = n 4 x 10°^ x 0.66 x 0.5 
= 0.85 microvo ItD
4	 (3.5)2
!`
Resistance of the 63-junction thermopile is expected
to be about 120K ohms (whi.ch poses some diff^cu?ties for' a
switching; system) .
If drift constitutes the l^^wer limit of operation
for the system, a ore microvolt level may be assigned to such
fluctuations over the ambient operating temperature variations
and the signal to drift level becomes 0.85, which is clearly
inadequate.
r
- 5
The system we =equine will have ;o ;^ava at least 20Q
acquisition capabiii*_y in order to function for the dashed
altitude ranse and attitude deviations. 1Eor the 0.2° suhtense,
^	 we will thereforz require 100 detectors for each axi:^ and each
{	 will subtend 6° in length.
^.
An optical arrangement for such a ^^ • stem without
^.	 use of folding is shown in Figure A4-1.
(	 I:^sofar as the dimensions and weight of such _-^ ^^nit
1.
are concerned, wz ha^•c considered a scaling-up of the Focal
^^	 len th. If the detectors were laced at a distNnce of 25 emg	 P
from the spherical reflector, the aperture of the system and
the offset heat source ^:ould hove to be placed at the canter
of curvature at 50 cm from the collector. This im p lies anE
optical barrel of 20-inch length. The weight increa^^^. for
such a system is estimated to he by a factor of ten. For a
magnesium casting, the weight per head is probably going to
be of the order of 35 E^o^inds .
1
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A5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A5-1 r fie ld Switched Edge Tracking Horizo n Sensors
From the forego {ng discussions, it is eviden *.. th3t
the system which offers the best prospects of meeting the
design goals fo r the Earth,^?,unar Horizon Sensor System, in-
eluding a possible large speed-up of response time, continues
to be the field switched edge tracker . This deduc t.ion is
based on facts set forth in the Phase lA Study Report, backed
up in this Addendum by a review of the servo response time
expectations and some trade-off calculations of the signal-to-
noise ratio changes which result when the response time
specified is ^nueh faster than was considered appropriate in
the original study report.
Our calculations show that a 20 millisecond response
time is not out of the question for the small servoed optical
eI_emer.ts, though it is not considered probable tha*. such re-
spouse times will be required in view of the fact that the rate
of attitude variations of the s;^acecraft with its far gre:^ter
mass and inertia is not likely to approach thPSe time constai:ts.
Calculations also show that the field switched edbe trc^cker
^M
t`
^^
l
't
^ ^'-'^^';+^lS'^°;
^-
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also provides a considerably better signal-to-noise ratio and
accuracy capability than the other systems considered and
appears to have tne: required minimal sensitivity Fven for a
20 mini_second response time system.
WE therefore favor the fielC switched edge tracker
in the form discussed ir. Section A3o2 and believe that it can
he implemented within the scope of the present program, or. a
schedule as discussed in early conversations with NASA/MSC
personnel (i.e., a 2-month detail design study and an 8-month
program of engineering, fabrication, checkout, and evsluati^^n.
A5.2 Indexed Edge Tracking Horizon Sens7rs
The various indexed edge trackers discussed in
Section A2 have certain advantages but also have some limi-
tations which must be kept in mind. Among t'ne advantages, we
c:an cite the fact that the indexing movement itself i; operated
only at times Cohen large attitude or altitude changzs are
encountered. Such intermittent operation leads to a long life
expectancy for the indexing mechanism, which may be operated
in a vacuum environment without. requiring lu'orication. E1ec-
trical power for. the indexing mechanism will C^e required
'h_
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principally during the course of. stepping to a new index
position, the standby power being negligibly scr^all.,
Insofar as the response time is concerned, however,
the situation is more complex. If the fast response time re-
quirernent is predicated on the nEed for high accuracy and a
ra;^id, smooth reactiozz to dist^irbances, then the indexing
and sdR^pling system may not be the best answer. In these
system, the error signals are obtained essentially in digi-
tal form in discrete steps rather than as a smooth transfer
characteristic. The signal-to-noise ratios of the systems
described also appear to be marginal for_ 90 °K lunar tempera-
tures and are considerably lower than for the field switche^a
edge trackers. On the -,whole, size, weight, and power require-
ments will be similar to those of the field switched edge
trackers.
AS-?^ All-electronic ^€orizon Sensors
From the standpoint of signal-to-noise ratio, the
F::lectronically sampled thermopile horizon sensor for lunar
applicarj_ons requiring a 0^1° attitudF sensing capability is
clearly inadequate acid inferior to the other systems
1
i1
1
^,
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considered. A higher signal-to-noise or drift ratio may ^Se
obtained by increasing the dimensions of the optical collector
System. How;giver, the size and weight of the system, as dis-
cussed in Section A4, already are above those specified as the
design goals for the Earth/Lunar Horizon Sensor S'^ystem. Unless
the re^uiremenrs for accuracy (Qarcicularl_y for the case of
lunar applications) are released, we could therefore nUt
recorrunend this approach at t'^e present tic ►le.
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TABLE AS-1
	
Comparison of Sensitivity y Accuracy, and Response Time
of Various Horizon Sensor Systems
^ Si_gnaJ - to-Noise
Ratio for 0.1°
Paragr. Accuracy on a Response ^Jptics
in Text System Type 90°K Target Time Diameter Remarks	 _
A2.2 Single Detector, Linear 5:1 75 msec 2" Does not provide smooth
Scan, Indexing Prror transfer character-
. ^;1 300 msec 1" istic.	 Output consists of
digits or steps.
A2.3 Field Switching, Five 4.8:1 100 msec 2" Does not provide smooti^
Thermistor Detectors, error transfer character-
Indexing istic.	 Output consists of
digits or steps.
A2.4 Field Switching, Five 3:1 100 msec 2" Does not provide smn^.:,r_h
Thermopile Detectors, error transfer character-
; Indexing istic.	 Output consists of
^ digits or steps.
A3.2	 Field Switched Edge 8^1 50-100 msec I"	 Response determined by
Tracker, Continuous servo stability
Tracking, Flat Mirror 54:1 S seconds requirements.
A3.3	 Field Switched Edge 801 50-100 msec 1"	 Response determined by
Tracker, ^ervoed servo stability
Optical Barrel 54:1 5 seconds requirements.
9
A3.4	 Field Switched Edge	 8:1
	
SO-100 msec	 1"	 Response determined by
Tracker, Reflecting Prism
	 servo stability
Field Recombir^aticn	 54: 1
	 5 seconds	 requirements .
A4	 All-Electronic System	 0 85:1	 100 msec	 13 cm2	Long focal length (25 cm);
offset heat source needed:
K_	 ^	 ^	 1	 a _.	 ^l-
